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Abstract - Interaction of humans with computers and other digital media has been increasing rapidly every day. One way to make this experience better for the users is to make them their interaction with computers as similar as possible to their interaction with humans. Chatbots are used to serve that purpose. They are major milestones that help humans and the world move closer to automation. Microservices are a method of software development in which services are built to perform a single function or a small set of closely-related functions i.e, services are built to be extremely modular. Containerization of a microservice is the packaging of the entirety of the runtime of the microservice into a lightweight, platform-agnostic image which can then be deployed across a multitude of hardware platforms. Although the ubiquity of container technology has exponentially increased in the recent past, it is not a new concept. This paper deals with the designing of a chatbot using the various techniques that come under natural language processing using Python followed by the containerization of the chatbot to make it as portable and consistent as possible also so that new modules can be added easily.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Chatbots are computer programs that converse with users using natural language. This conversation can be primarily of two mediums, that is textual and acoustic. Chatbots are becoming familiar owing to an increased use in practical applications such as information acquisition, customer interaction and dialogue-based systems. Natural language processing is a paradigm of software technology which allows bots to comprehend natural language and perceive users’ requirements gracefully.

Small businesses have a high ratio of number of customers to employees. Thus, not every customer can be provided individual attention. Such businesses require the power of automation in their customer support systems. Through automation, the chatbot can play the role of an employee attending to a customer personally. Chatbots are very effective as they lessen resources required, can function with meagre human intervention and also supply huge profit to the business. Chatbots are a growing trend in the field of business, due to its easy development and setup, cost-efficiency, high levels of productivity than their human counterparts, marketing strategies.

The software development methodology used to build chatbots supporting several, different domain queries and actions at one single interface to the user is achievable through microservice architecture. Microservice architecture mainly deals with breaking down of a system into several services which are modular in nature, and also providing interface between such services. It is essentially a loosely coupled system comprising of multiple services handling separate functionalities independently. Microservice architecture allows for easy scalability, maintenance and extensibility. It can be hosted using a serverless paradigm which is a pay-per-use facility and it isolates maintenance from the user. Through this software development methodology, various independently operating services can be combined loosely to come together as a single system with multiple capabilities.

Fig 1. showed below shows a simple representation of microservice architecture. In our case, each microservice represents a chatbot that is built for a particular application.

2. MOTIVATION

The existing human interaction systems are less-efficient, require high maintenance and require excessive manual effort. Thus, the need for a chatbot is vital. This paper proposes a methodology to build such an intelligent chatbot following the microservice architecture of software development, thus alleviating the costs to the company and contributing largely to the profit of it.

3. LITERATURE SURVEY

[1] discusses about a hybrid learning method which combines imitation and reinforcement learning to perform as a better agent in task-oriented dialogue systems.
Initially, they train the system using a supervised learning mechanism on a dialogue corpora, then have implemented reinforcement learning to occur based on user feedback giving positive rewards for success and negative rewards for mistakes, thus leading to a better agent performance faring above each individually implemented model.

[2] discusses about building a dataset which is a new fully-labeled collection of human-human written conversations which span over multiple domains and are of magnitudes larger than previously available dialogue corpora. It serves as a great benchmark for a range of dialogue tasks such as dialogue-state tracking, dialogue-context-to-text generation.

[3] states that majority of conversations the bot sees in its lifetime is only after it is trained with a corpora and deployed into use, leaving a vast amount of conversation training data untapped. They discuss about a self-feeding mechanism wherein the bot generates new training samples from the conversations it has with the users to improve its accuracy. Using this mechanism, the dialogue agent imitates human responses when satisfied to act as a feedback for the chatbot on newly generated training data set.

[4] Provides a detailed overview about the performance of a virtual machine and the way docker and containerization can be used to improve the performance of the system. It contrasts the working of virtual machine with that of docker.

Web applications and the rapid growth in the area of web development has greatly benefitted people’s work and life. With the advent of cloud computing resources can be provisioned on-demand. In [5], the author discusses about a platform which can use docker container technology to auto scale web applications on hybrid cloud, by adding or deleting docker containers, scheduling containers etc.

[6] Provides an overview about how the container ecosystem works and discusses the security implications of using docker with the help of realistic use cases. It points out several vulnerabilities affecting the usage of Docker, and discusses further research.

4. PROBLEM STATEMENT

With increasing advent in computers and digital technology, the percentage of the population that interacts with the computers also has increased. This shows a pressing need for a system that can address the user queries faster and in an efficient and user friendly manner. Chatbots help to serve this purpose.

One single chatbot for various applications isn’t very effective as it will need to access different DBs which will not only have security implications but will also affect the performance of the chatbot. This calls for the development of chatbots in a modularized fashion using microservices.

The deployment of chatbots on various environments also is a tedious process as it will need a lot of dependencies. This contributes to a lot of the unnecessary complexities software development has become synonymous with.
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5. OBJECTIVE

This paper focuses on 3 major aspects.

a. Building a chatbot.

b. Making use of microservice architecture to support chatbots that can be used for various applications.

c. Containerization of chatbot.

6. APPLICATIONS

The various applications of a chatbot are:

a. Product suggestions

Many consumers may want to buy a particular product, but aren’t aware of its name or identity, then they can describe the product to the bot, which understands the conversation and suggests products matching that description.

b. Customer support

Chatbots can also take the role of customer support centers by conversing about the problems faced by the user, then retrieve solutions or resources that match to the user’s dilemma. These type of chatbots are rather soft and pleasant spoken so they do not infuriate the customer.

c. Weather

Chatbots satisfying this application are meant to retrieve weather data from online sources and also provide detailed analysis of the weather for past few days in form of a conversation.

d. Personal Finance Assistance

Chatbots can act as stock brokers, suggesting and convincing shareholders to sell or buy stocks, to make profit by using sophisticated data analysis algorithms. Chatbots can also be permitted to access bank accounts and display current balance or display bank statements too.

e. Schedule a Meeting

With so many meetings occurring, scheduling a new one can be a hassle. This can be taken care by a chatbot if
given required authentication accesses to retrieve each meeting participant’s schedules to elaborate predict the convenient time for all participants to attend the meeting.

7. METHODOLOGY

There are mainly three phases proposed for the development of a containerized chatbot as elucidated below:

7.1 Chatbot building

Fig. 2 shows the major steps that are involved in the building of the chatbot. This is the first phase in the proposed methodology. It involves creation of a chatbot that can accept user queries, and then return results for that query.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Step</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>Query Intake – This operation deals with the task of obtaining query as input from the user. The user can enter the query at either the chatbot platform or the web platform interfaces. This service solely takes a question or text and transmits it to the next service for classification.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>Domain classification – This service deals with the classification of a given question into a specific domain. This classification is carried out by using Machine Learning (ML) methodologies to predict domain of a query. Initially, the machine learning model is trained on different set of queries. So, in this step, the stopwords in the query are discarded and other various Natural Language Processing (NLP) operations like stemming, tokenizing, and named entity recognition is carried out, while the keywords which can act as features to identify a domain are retrieved. These features are sent to the ML model to predict the domain of the query accurately.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>Specific API call – This service takes output from the classifier and based on the domain classified, it transmits the query and the relevant parameters to another service which is domain specific. At that service, a suitable API is called to get information.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td>Fetch information – This service deals with obtaining the required information from the API call and filtering the results as required by user.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.</td>
<td>Display results – The last service is to format the obtained raw information to an user-readable format and then sends the result back to the source where the question was queried by the user initially. This marks the completion of building the chatbot. Now, to containerize it, the next two phases is to be carried out.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

7.2 Microservice Architecture

In this phase, the chatbot is categorized into multiple services which are independent and modular in nature, facilitating the foundation for a microservice architecture. The interface service of the chatbot, query input service of the chatbot, domain classifier service, multiple domain specific API services, data retrieval service and output service can all be separated and made to work individually. Each service now individually takes a given input and yields an output which is to be standardized to make code maintenance and updating easier in the future. Each specific domain service can take care of its functionalities by exposing a port which listens to the API calls and synchronizes it carefully. Each service that was individualized is now built into REST API’s to avert the problem of storing state at all times. All the services are now listening at separate ports, where the REST API will be called for processing. With the use of separate databases and accesses, all the modular services can communicate with each other, giving rise to a serverless chatbot platform supporting multiple domains. Thus, the microservice architecture is built for the chatbot. Now, containerization of microservices so that, dependencies and overhead can be mitigated, is taken care of in the next phase.

7.3 Containerization of Chatbot

This particular phase includes packaging the applications and their dependencies into containers.

The container technology used in this project is Docker. Docker is a PaaS offering, which provides the tools necessary for the development, running and shipping of applications in containers. Docker Engine on the other hand is a client-server application and it provides the functionalities of the Docker platform. It includes the Docker daemon, a REST API interface that directs the daemon and a CLI that can be used to execute commands. Docker daemon is the continual process that runs in the background and manages the containers that are running on the system. Docker CLI has the commands that are needed to build docker images, create new containers and run commands in the active and running containers. The platform also includes DockerHub, which is a container...
image registry that provides the base images which can be used to run applications.

The following steps are to be followed:

a. Download an existing base image from the repository.
b. Add the required dependencies in the docker image file using a container build file.
c. Build the docker image
d. This will create a container
e. Run the container

9. CONCLUSION

The chatbot built here overcomes all the drawbacks faced by existing systems as the bot can support multiple domains with a single interface, efficient usage, cost-effective and makes huge profit to small businesses. This process takes less time and less resources by a factor of five times compared to the existing interface, so the motivation to use this chatbot is amplified. The chatbot interface is friendly to users as it makes use of NLP operations and can also obtain results faster thus promoting increased usage by the users. By using this chatbot for supporting a small business with multiple fields of interest can be rewarding.

This paper attempts to provide a concise summary of microservice architecture and chatbots. It briefly brings out the inherent challenges involved in such intelligent systems. It surveys other related works to identify the shortcomings and then propose solutions that overcome such limitations. Mainly, the paper proposes a methodology which can be followed to build a containerized serverless chatbot. The implementation for the proposed strategy and methodologies is underway and will be carried out in the future.
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8. CHALLENGES

8.1 Natural Language Processing

Making the chatbot understand human language is a major challenge. Few basic queries and basic sentences can be handled by the chatbot. But as the query length increases it's hard for the chatbot to predict the responses. Tuning the chatbot to give correct responses to all queries is still a work in progress.

8.2 Machine learning

Another major challenge is to get our systems to obtain the correct response to the query that is posed to them. Various AI techniques can be used for this purpose. But we need to maintain the right balance of complexity and efficiency.

8.3 Support required for Docker

Docker is a relatively new and growing technology. The amount of community support that is available for docker is very less. Hence for a beginner to start working with docker, it might be a very difficult task


